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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 

Scholar prize 

Elected best salesman of the 2014-2015 promotion of my college by a cluster of teachers 

and professionals 

Voluntarily work – Association Sport for Life  

Promotion of Handisport 
Distribution of hot meals and warm clothes to homeless people in Paris during Christmas 
holidays 
Project of renovation of a school and its basketball field in Dakar, Senegal 
 

College project 

Realisation of a communication plan for the launching of the application of GreenLux Car, a 

hybrid and luxury car rental company 

English level 

Qualification as « English speaking host » from Allure Hôtesses Agency 

 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

August 2014, Crédit Industriel et Commercial  

Holidays receptionnist assistant   

I was responsible for the clients welcoming. My main missions were the reception, storage 
and delivery of credit cards and checkbooks. I also had to carry out basic financial 
transactions for important sums of money, up to 100 000 euros. Finally i sold phone 
contracts to the clients of the bank 

June – July 2014,  Districom Sales and Marketing 

Call center agent            

I had to negotiate and sell the references of Danone Eaux France (Badoit, Evian, Salvetat…) 

to the shelf managers of large distribution chains such as Carrefour or Leclerc. Our 8-people 

unit then had to manage and administrate electronically the realized sales during this 6-

week contract. 
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Since June 2014, Allure Hôtesses 

Events host 

Currently working as a host in great events occasionally. My missions are very varied. 

It goes from the management of the cloakroom or the distribution of swipe cards up to the 

check-in of the guests. The main events I participated in are: 

-  Orange Leader’s meeting which gathered almost 500 hundred people with video 

conference with Abidjan, Madrid, Lyon and Vienna 

-  BNP Paribas Exane meeting, which took place at the Collectionneur Hotel in Paris (the 
biggest Five-Star hotel of Paris city) 

 

April 2014, BABEL Concept Store 

Sales Assistant (Internship) 

Participated in the everyday life of a small clothes and jewelry shop of the Quai de Valmy in 

Paris as a sales assistant. Experienced English-speaking sales because most of the clients 

were tourists. Had to handle pressure while selling jewels up to 3.000€. 

 

SKILLS 

 Direct Marketing   

Phoning, at school and professionnaly to reach new customers  

 Mailing 

 Negotiation/Sale 

 Commercial prospection 

 Sales pitch  

 Languages  

Fluent English, used in my day to day life at school and with friends. Plus an annual summer 

trip to London (3-4 weeks), 3-hour english lessons every morning 

Good conversational spanish, personal and professional exchanges at school 

 Computing  

Excel (pivot table…), Word (e-mailing, mailing, database), Powerpoint (knowledge of the 

rules of presentation), Access (databases, SQL requests), Sphinx (Inquiries and statistical 

analysis of data) 

 

 Communication chief of the Student Union 

Community management, building of online partnerships and buzz/viral marketing on 

Facebook and Twitter  

Let the students informed about the upcoming events thanks to social media 

Ability to manage professionnal social medias (LinkedIn, Pinterest…), how to reach people on 

these medias and how to get in touch with somebody to ask for a job 

Co-Orgnaization and animation of parties for the department TC (200 to 600 people) 



 

EDUCATION AND QUALIFICATIONS 

2015-2016 IUT Paris Descartes (provided that I find a professional contract) 

Professional Licence in E-Commerce and Digital Marketing 

2013-2015 IUT Paris Descartes 

2-year diploma in Sales and Marketing (International Semester) 

Modules included : 

 Marketing Concepts and Strategies 

 Commercial Pools 

 Direct Marketing 

 Negotiation/Sale 

 Commercial Communication  

 Business Intelligence 

 Entrepreneurship 

 Company Strategy 

 International Environment 

 CRM 

 Distribution 

 Logistics 

 Economics 

 Law 

 Accountancy 

 Mathematics 

 E-Marketing 

 

+++ Completed multiple reports on powerful and emerging companies both in French and 

in English (Carrefour, Nespresso, Disneyland, The Kooples, American Express, etc). Wrote 

about how they became such great companies, about their CRM techniques,  and about how 

they aim to remain powerful in the upcoming years. 

2012-2013 High School Diploma, Lycée Maximilien Sorre in Cachan (94) 

In Economics and Sciences (European Class)  

Classic modules : economics, history, science, Spanish, extensive English… 

Obtained 14,72 out of 20 for the final exam. 

 

INTERESTS AND HOBBIES 

Basketball    I’ve been playing basketball for 10 years now, always been the captain of my 

junior team and now playing as a semi-pro player at the Saint-Charles of Charenton 

Basketball Club. I’m also in charge of a dozen of pupils (8 to 12 years old) each holiday to 

teach them the fundamentals of this sport and develop both team and fighting spirit 

Web culture   I am fond of digital news, the economic and international web events are 

subjects which interest me and to which I dedicate approximately 20 minutes every day 

REFERENCES 

Available on request  


